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Arabah. el Madfunah
[probably 22 March 1932]

Dear Mother. 

          We have been into Baliana to-day to  
smell the orange blossom in the garden there,  
there are hundreds of great trees in full bloom  
& I have never known anything as lovely as the  
scent, some of the other orange trees are still  
bearing their fruit though the season is nearly  
at an end, we purchac/<s>ed a weekssic supply to  
take back with us. 

          I have purchac/<s>ed two fine dictionaries  
for my arabicsic study, they arrived to-day & I fetched  
them from the post office they cost about ₤1–6–  
in English money. but it is difficult to get on  
without them & I shall need them at home for  
my Arabic correspondence  

          When Amice came to unpack her  
case after her visit to Cairo she found she had  
left all her undies behind her at Lady Rowlattssic.  
so she wrote a very appologetic rhyme asking  
them to keep them for her untillsic she comes down  
to Cairo again, as she does not need them in 
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the desert. a few days after a parcel arrived  
from Lady Rowlatt, & Amice of course thought  
that they had posted her undies after all, but  
when opened the contents were not undies but  
lemons!!!! great beauties from their own garden,  
& a great treat to us, as we have no lemons here.  
of course we had a good laugh about it 

          I am so sorry you have both had  
such bad colds, I hope by now the severe weather  
is over, We are having a hot spell now & have  
difficulty in keeping our hands cool for our  
painting, we have to wr/<r>inse them frequently in  
cold water. 

          We may be here another month or  
five weeks or possibly less, it is difficult to  
know exactly how long all the finishing up  
will take, I am sorry our Red Sea trip will not  
come off after all. the Oultons & the Fosters find  
they cannot manage it. & we think it too  
risky to go with only our car as in case of a  
breakdown or sticking in sand one is quite 
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helpless. & it is now too hot to go by camel. I am  
not really surprised, I had a feeling it would 
fall through. the plans were always being 
changed. so am not as disappointed as  
I might have been. & I did enjoy my jaunts  
about here. 

          Amice J/<j>oins me in lots of love  
to you both.  
          Your affectionate daughter 
          Myrtle.  


